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About ALPhANOV:  

Founded in 2007, ALPhANOV is a technological centre and has today more than 90 employees. 
ALPhANOV targets the development of cutting-edge and innovative solutions, products, and techniques in 

the field of optics and laser technology for a variety of different markets, such as aeronautics, aerospace, 
medicine, luxury and military. Located in the Institute of Optics of Aquitaine, ALPhANOV is a key player in 
the field of optics and lasers in the Nouvelle Aquitaine region. 
ALPhANOV is well reputed for its capacity to identify key-innovation technologies promoting, all along his 
history, the creation of new companies and spin-off (20 since the creation). 

Job description: 

ALPhANOV's laser sources and components department is heavily involved through regional projects and 
industrial partnerships in the development of high medium power and / or high peak power laser sources.  
These developments are carried out on fiber laser or solid crystal technologies. 

 
In order to strengthen its positioning on this strategic axis, ALPhANOV is recruiting a laser R&D engineer 
for these activities dedicated to high power.  

 
The main activities will be: 

• Participate in the studies or development of new laser architectures, mainly oriented towards high 
power. 

• Define / write specifications and experimentation plans. 
• Collaborate with engineers from other disciplines (electronics, mechanics and software) for the 

development of innovative high-power bricks or the production of integrated prototypes, 

• Write internal development reports and communications in scientific journals, 
• Present the work in national and international scientific conferences.  

 
You will evolve in contact with multidisciplinary collaborators (electronics, mechanics and optics) and in a 
international context. This position has a strong experimental part, you will be required to work regularly 
in ISO7 to ISO 5 environments.  

 

Profile: 

 
Doctorate, or an engineering / master's degree with at least three years of significant experience in the 
field of power lasers (> 100W), preferably in massive materials. You are rigorous, meticulous and 

organized and you are keen to understand the transversal issues (thermal, non-linear optics) linked to 
the challenges of high power. 
 

Location: Bordeaux (University Campus) - FRANCE 

Salary: 

Salary (gross annual): according to experience 
Type of contract: Temporary 12 months 

Contact to apply :  

Please send your CV to the following email addresses: recrutement.alphanov@alphanov.com 
Please specify in the object of the message: R&D laser engineer – JBO – 0121 
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